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Conditions are given which guarantee that if T>O is sufficiently small, then 
x’(t) = 1; [dE(s)] x(t -s) +f(t) has a unique T-periodic solution x for each con- 
tinuous T-periodic function f: The vectors x and f are n-dimensional; the matrix 
function E(s) is n x n with bounded total variation. The proof adapts readily to 
provide an analogous result when x and f are almost periodic functions whose non- 
zero Fourier frequencies are bounded away from zero. The results are applied to 
study certain perturbations of the above equation. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We present here some conditions sufficient for the existence and uni- 
queness of a periodic solution x of 
x’(t)=Srn [dE(s)] x(t-s)+f(t) (1.1) 
0 
when f is periodic with a sufficiently small period. When f is in a certain 
subspace of the Bohr almost periodic (a.p.) functions these conditions also 
assure the existence and uniqueness of a solution in the same subspace. 
We assume that x and f take values in the linear space V, where I/ is R” 
or C” and that E is a n x n matrix function with elements in 08 or C, respec- 
tively. In addition we assume that E is continuous from the left and of 
bounded total variation on [0, co); i.e., 
o<y= s O” W(s)1 < 00, 0 (1.2) 
where 1. ( denotes the matrix norm induced by a norm, also denoted 1.1, on 
vectors in V. 
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The assumptions on E allow for (1.1) to include such equations as 
x’(l)=Box(t)+B,x(L--r)+jr C(t-,s)x(s)ds+f(t) (1.3) --co 
in which B, and B, are constant matrices, r > 0, and the continuous matrix 
function C satisfies 
I 
O” IC(o)l da < co. (1.4) 
0 
Obviously, additional terms with finite delays can also be included. 
Results regarding the existence and uniqueness of periodic solutions of 
(1.3) with f periodic or a.p. are well known for the case B, = 0, C(o) 3 0. 
These are expounded in Chapter IV of [S]. Cases with merely B, = 0 have 
also been studied when Sis periodic. (See Chapter 2 of [ 11.) Equation (1.1) 
and an extended version have been studied in the a.p. context in [2] and 
[3] by the use of other methods than those given here. More general 
equations which include nonlinear terms have been treated in [6] in the 
a.p. context. We use our main results to treat perturbations of (1.1) which 
include some nonlinear terms. 
For T>O we let .!Y= denote the linear space of continuous functions 
f: IF! + V with period T: 
f(t + T)-f(t). (1.5) 
With the norm 
llfll =sup{If(t)l: t4> (1.6) 
then 9Q is a Banach space. By virtue of (1.2) the relation 
(Ax)(t) = jom CdE(s)l x(t - ~1 (1.7) 
defines a bounded linear operator A: .9$--f ST with 
IIAII QY. (1.8) 
Using D to denote differentiation, x’(t) = (Dx)( t), we may consider ( 1.1) in 
the form 
(D--)x=$ (1.9) 
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The existence and uniqueness of a solution x E Yr of (1.1) for each f~ LP~ is 
thus equivalent to the operator D - A with domain 9; = {x E S$.: x’ E PT} 
being one-to-one and having range PT. 
The mean value of a function f~ S$ will be denoted by m(f), 
m(f) =;joTf(t) dt. (1.10) 
We may interpret m(f) as a constant function in P’T or an element of K 
Our assumptions on E assure that 
mb‘m = Am(f) = Mrn(f),fE PT, (1.11) 
where M is the n x n constant matrix 
A4 = joa dE(s). (1.12) 
If XEP:. is a solution of (1.1) with SE YT, then ~‘~41: and m(x’) = 0 so 
from (1.1) and (1.11) we get 
Mm(x) + m(f) = 0. (1.13) 
If A4 is singular, there are functions f~ .!&. (appropriate constants will do) 
for which (1.13) can not hold. Hence we must require A4 to be nonsingular 
in order for D - A to have 9r. as range. Then (1.13) implies 
m(x) = -kf- l m(f). (1.14) 
We shall say that the operator D-A is P+oncritical if it is one-to-one 
on 9; and its range is gT This is a slight change in terminology and 
emphasis for an analogous concept applied to ordinary differential 
equations in [5], Chapter IV. Observe that if D - A is $&-noncritical, then 
A4 must be nonsingular. In the following section we give conditions which 
imply that D -A is P+oncritical. Our proof there is adapted in Section 3 
to give an analogous result with L?$ replaced by a suitable subspace of the 
Bohr a.p. functions on [w to V. 
2. PERIODIC CASE 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the conditions described for the matrix function E, 
including (1.2) if M is nonsingular and 0 < T < 4/y, then for each f E PT, 
505/58/3-7 
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Eq. (1.1) has one and only one solution x E g)T, i.e., then D - A is qr 
noncritical, 
Before giving the essentials of the proof it is convenient to introduce 
some further notation. The subspace 90, of s), defined by 
9;= {gE~T:m(g)=O} (2.1) 
is of importance since by (1.14) we have m(x) = 0 if and only if m(f) = 0. 
Moreover, by (1.1 1 ), we see that A maps 9% into 9:. We also introduce 
the operator J: Y’$+ S: by 
(Jg)(t) = j-i &I ds (2.2) 
and the operator L: 90, -+ Y’“, by 
Lg = Jg - m( Jg). (2.3) 
Clearly, both J and L are linear. Finally, for any function f~ ~9~ we define 
its correspondent 7~ P”, by 
7=f- m(f). (2.4) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose first that f E ~3’~ and let x E .!Y* be a 
solution of (1.1). Since A4 is nonsingular, we have 
Z=x+M--‘m(f)=x+m(AK’f) (2.5) 
by (1.14). Since Am(M-‘f)=Mm(M-‘f)=m(f) by (1.11) it follows that 
Al +f= Ax +f: But 2 =x’ so we have 
1’= An+J: (2.6) 
Using (2.2), we may write 
I = $0) + JZ’ (2.7) 
and, taking the mean value, we get 
0 = Z(O) + m( JZ’) (2.8) 
since 2~90, and Z(O) is constant. Combining (2.6)-(2.8), we get 
(2.9) 
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by the definition of L in (2.3). Thus 2 is a fixed point in 9’0, of the map 
H: .9”, --) 9’“, defined by 
Hg=LAg+LJ (2.10) 
We note that if Dx = Ax +f and Dy = Ay +f for x, y E PT and if j = 2, then 
(1.14) implies y = x. Thus the correspondence x + 2 is one-to-one on the 
solutions of ( 1.1) in LP~ to the fixed points of H in 9’;. 
Conversely, suppose 4~9’; is a fixed point of H. Then 
q5 = J(A4 +T) - m(J(A# +y)). Differentiating this, we get 4’ = A# +J If we 
now define x = q5 - M-‘m(f), then x E 9$, x’ = qY, and Ax +f= A4 +fso x 
is a solution of (1.1). Moreover, 1= q5 since 4 E 90, so the mapping x --) 2 is 
onto the set of fixed points of H in 8,. O It suffices then to show that H has 
one and only one fixed point in 9 “,. This is guaranteed by I( < 1 since 
then H would be a contraction on 9;. 
Now we have 
IlLAIl d IILII Mll GY IILII (2.11) 
by (1.8). Hence the theorem follows once we show that (ILIJ < T/4. In fact 
we show that JILIJ = T/4. To this end we note by (2.3) and (1.10) that if 
gEP$, then 
= 
5 
’ k(t, s) g(s) ds, 
0 
where 
k(t’ ‘) = 
$7 Ogsgt, 
(s - T)/T, t<s<T. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Using (2.13), we introduce N(t) for 0 6 t < T by 
N(t)= jTlk(t,s)l ds= [t2+(T-t)‘]/2T. 
0 
It follows that 
lLg(t)l G N(t) II 4. (2.14) 
Now if g,(t) =g(t + r), then II g, I( = jlgll. Using (2.3), one may easily show 
that (Lg,)(t) = (Lg)( t + r.) from which we conclude IjLg, II = IlLgIl. If 
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I(Lg)(t)( assumes its maximum at t = t *, then for r = t* - T/2 the function 
I(Lg,)(t)l assumes its maximum at T/2. From (2.14), we then get 
IlLgIl = I(k)(T/2)l g NV2)llg, II = (T/4) llgll. 
Hence IIL(J < T/4. 
To show that /ILlI > T/4 we restrict our attention to functions 
g(t) = z(t) v for a constant u # 0 in V with z(t) a continuous scalar-valued 
function with period T and mean value zero. For such g we have 
(Lg)(t) = [(Lz)(t)] v and it suffices to show that llLll 2 T/4 when L acts on 
the scalar version of 9; with the norm on scalars being the absolute value. 
To this end we consider the scalar functions zE for 0 c E < T/2 having the 
property zE(t + T/2) = -z”(t) and defined on [0, T/2) by 
o$t<;-E, 
T T 
---E<t<--. 
2 2 
Each zE is a scalar function in 9; with lIzElI = 1. We denote by z” the 
pointwise limit of zE as E -+ 0; that is, z’(t) = 1 for t E [0, T/2) and 
z”(t + T/2) = -z’(t). Although z” is not continuous Lz” is well defined and 
in 9%. With A” = zE - z” we may write Lz” = Lz” + LA”. Note that 
I A”(t)1 < 2 and A”(t) = 0 except on the subintervals (T/2 -8, T/2) and 
(T-E, T) of the interval [0, T]. One may readily verify that 
I(Lz’)(T)I = T/4 while from (2.12) we get 
I(LA”)(T)J G[=lA”(s)l d~+~~~*j~~~A’(s)~ dsdt,<fiE. 
0 
It follows that 
IlWll > l(Lz’)(T)l - /(LA”)(T)1 2 T/4-8&. 
But lIzElI = 1, so [ILlI 2 T/4 - 8~. This holds for all E in (0, T/2) so llLl[ > T/4 
and hence II LII = T/4 as claimed. 1 
Remark. Since )I L(I = T/4, the range 0 < T < 4/y for which D - A is Pr 
noncritical is as broad as possible using the method of proof given for 
Theorem 2.1. However, even when T.must be restricted one may do better 
in specific cases of ( 1.1). For example, if n = 1, E(s) = iy for s > 0 and 
E(0) = 0, then ( 1.1) is the scalar equation 
x’(t) = iyx( t) +f( t). 
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This has a unique solution x E $. for each f~ &- if and only if etiT # 1. (See 
[S, Chap. IV].) Hence in this case D - A is +noncritical if 0 < T c 27c/7 
but not if T = 24~. 
When D-A is +noncritical, then D-A is invertible on YT. If we 
define 
K=(D-A)-‘, (2.15) 
then for each fE PT the function x = Kfis the unique solution of ( 1.1) in PT. 
Clearly K is linear since D - A is linear. We now prove that K is bounded 
with the restriction on T being replaced by the hypothesis that D -A is Pr 
noncritical. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be as described in Section 1 so that (1.2) holds and 
let A be defined by (1.7). I f  D - A is S+noncritical, then K = (D - A)- ’ is a 
bounded linear operator on gT with range 9;. 
Proof. If f E PT, then x = Kf E PT satisfies x’ = Ax + f c sPT so x E 9;. On 
the other hand, for any x E Y> we may define f = x’ -Ax E PT and then 
x = Kf: Thus the range of K is 9;. 
Now let {fk} b e a sequence in PT and let xk = Kfk. Integrating 
X6 = AXk + fk from 0 to t, We get 
Xk(z) = xk(“) + jr (Ax,)(a) do + Jb’fk(o) da. 
0 
(2.16) 
Suppose f  E PT and x E 9T are such that 11 fk -f 11 + 0 and )(xk + XII + 0 as 
k + co. The resulting uniform convergence of { fk(s)} and {x&)} for s E R 
and the conditions on E imply for any fixed t that 
and 
1; (AX,)(~) do + 16’ (Ax)(o) do 
as k + co. Hence, letting k + 00 in (2.16), we get 
x(t)=x(O)+j’(Ax)(~)do+jdf(o)d~. 
0 
(2.17) 
Continuity of Ax and f  then gives Dx = Ax +f: But x and f  are in PT and 
D-A is g+ioncritical so x = KJ: Thus K is a closed operator. Since it is 
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linear and defined on the Banach space .PT, it is bounded (by the closed 
graph theorem). 
The preceding result can now be used as in [S, Chap. IV], to obtain 
existence of periodic solutions for suitable perturbations of (1.1) when 
D - A is P+oncritical. Consider, for example, the equation 
x’(t) = 1; CWs)l x(t -s) + G(x)(t) +f(f), (2.18) 
where G: PT + L?~ satisfies the regularity conditions given below. These con- 
ditions allow for G(x)(t) to be a sum of terms of the type F(x(r)), 
F(x(t - r)) and j? C(S) F(x(t - s)) ds in which F: V -+ V is continuously 
differentiable and F(0) = 0. (If F(0) # 0 one can replace F by F* = F- F(0) 
and add a corresponding constant term toy(t) in (2.18).) 
About G: P’T -+ .L?~ we assume 
G(0) = 0 (2.19) 
and that there exist a r> 0 and a continuous nondecreasing function 
w: [0, co) -+ [0, co) with w(O) = 0 such that 
IIG(4) - G($)I/ 6 t-r+ w(u)1 II4 - $11 (2.20) 
when 4, Ic/ ~9~ satisfy 11411 6 u and 11$/l <u. Observe that (2.19) and (2.20) 
imply 
IIG(#)ll G CJ’+ dll& 11 lld11 (2.21) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be as described in Section 1 so that (1.2) holds and 
let A be defined by (1.7). Suppose D-A is YTnoncritical and G: pT--+ YT 
satisfies the conditions in the preceding paragraph. Zf K = (D - A) -’ on PT 
and r< 1/1lKll, then there are positive numbers c(, B such that iff E .YT and 
Ilf II < ~1, then (2.18) has a unique solution X/E 9’T satisfying IIx/II < LX/?; 
moreouer, ll-qll 6 B llf II. 
Proof: For f E 9: our hypotheses imply, by virtue of Theorem 2.2, that 
Q(#)=KG(d)+Kf, 4~9~ (2.22) 
defines a mapping Q: Pr+ PT. We see then that XES: is a solution of 
(2.18) if and only if x is a fixed point of Q. The boundedness of K from 
Theorem 2.2 and condition (2.20) then imply 
IQ(d) - Q($)ll G IMI Cr+ ~4~11 IId - #II (2.23) 
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for 4, ti E % with 114116 u and II+ II 6 U. Similarly, from (2.21) we conclude 
that 
llQ(#)ll 6 IKII iIr+ ~(Il4l01ll4ll + II4 llfll. (2.24) 
But, by hypothesis, w(u) is continuous, nondecreasing, w(0) = 0, and 
T((K(( < 1 so there is a u0 > 0 such that 
PO = lIJ4I CT+ Mu,)1 < 1. (2.25) 
Moreover, 
Il4l Cr+ w(u)1 6 PO9 O<U<U,. (2.26) 
Now let p = (1 -~o)/llKII and note that p >O. If lj@ll duo, then from 
(2.24) and (2.26) we get 
IlQ<4,lI G ~0 11~11 + IKII IISII (2.27) 
In particular, if also llfll 6 pu,, then the right side of (2.27) is at most u0 
and Q maps the closed ball L&(u~) = (4~9~: ll~$l\ 6 uo} into itself. 
Relations (2.23) and (2.25) imply that Q is a contraction on @duo). If we 
take fi = l/p, c1= uo/b = puo, then we may conclude that for each KEYS 
satisfying llfll < 01 there is a unique fixed point xrc LPT of Q satisfying 
Il+,ll 6 u. = c@. From (2.27) and the relation x/= Q(.x,) we get 
lbfll GPO II+ II + ll4l llfll 
which implies ll-+ll G U/P) llfll = B llfll . I 
3. ALMOST PERIODIC CASE 
The basic facts we use regarding a.p. functions can be found in [4 J. We 
let d denote the set of Bohr a.p. functions on R to V ( = R” or a)‘). Then 
for each f E d, there is a corresponding Fourier series 
k=O 
with fkqUenCkS & in R and coefficients uk in V. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that A0 = 0 and A, # 0 for k # 0 and a, may or may not be 
zero. With 
(3.1) 
IISII =sup{lf(f)l: tE R) (3.2) 
as norm onL then d is a Banach space. 
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Now for q > 0 we define 
di={f~d:a,=Oand (I,(>q,k=1,2,...} (3.3) 
and 
dq=slq+ v, (3.4) 
where Vc is the set of constant functions on R to V. Each of di, Vc, and 
&, are subspaces of d. 
For f E ~4, the mean value off is defined by 
m(f)=;~v&~~ f(t)dt. 
h 
In fact. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
convergence to the limit being uniform for s E R. If we let cl(t) = e-“’ for 
real A, then the correspondence (3.1) is characterized by 
1 = Ak, k = 0, l,..., 
A$ {AJ, h,...}. 
In particular, a, = m(f) so JX$ can be described as the set off E d such that 
m(ef)=O if 0~ (II <q. Then JzY~= (fea$: m(f)=O). A key fact (see 
Lemma 3.1) in generalizing Theorem 2.1 to the a.p. context is that iff E s!i, 
then JfE dq, where J is as in (2.2). Then, with L as in (2.3), we have 
Lf = Jf - m(Jf) E zJ~ where now m is defined by (3.5). 
Under the assumptions on E in Section 1, particularly (1.2), the operator 
A given in (1.7) is a bounded linear operator in d with IlA (1 d y. Indeed, if 
we let f,(t)=f(t+z), then A(f,)=(Af), and we get from (1.2) and (1.7) 
that 
IlVfL-Ml <<y IIf,-fll. 
Hence r is an s-translation number for Af if z is an (s/y)-translation num- 
ber for f: It follows that Afe d when fE &. Moreover, the uniform con- 
vergence in (3.6) yields the relation 
m(e,Af) = low CWs)l e&I m(eAf). (3.7) 
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Thus m(eJ) = 0 implies m(e,Af) = 0 so A maps ZZ$~ into &q and ZZZ~ into 
J$:. With 3, = 0, equation (3.7) reduces to 
m(Af) = Am(f) = Mm(f), fE d (3.8) 
which is the analogue of (1.11). 
We shall say that D - A is s8,noncritical (d-noncritical) if (1.1) has one 
and only one solution x E &q (E &) for each f~ s$q (E d). As before, the 
nonsingularity of M is necessary for this property. When x, x’ E d, then by 
(3.5) we have 
m(x’) = /ilima [x(h) - x( -h)]/2h = 0. 
Hence, we agaain have m(x) = -M-‘m(f) if M is nonsingular and x, 
f~ d with x a solution of (1.1). Since f=f- m(f) E ~2: when f~ ZZ’~, then 
essentially all details of the proof of Theorem 2.1 carry over to the 
analogous case with JX$~ and &i replacing PT and g$, respectively. The 
only missing ingredient is that L is a bounded linear mapping on J$: to 
J&‘$ The linearity is obvious and the boundedness is implied by Theorem 
4.12, p. 74, of 141. This theorem may be stated in our terms as follows: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let q>O. If gE&t, then Jqedq (hence LqE48); 
moreover, there is an absolute constant 6 > 1 such that 
ll~gll G(Q) IIgll~g-q. (3.9) 
Taking g(t) = e-,(t) v for a constant v # 0 in V, one gets (Lg)(t) = 
(l/iq) g(t). Then (3.9) implies 6 > 1. In any case, (3.9) gives llLl[ <B/q so 
the operator H as given in (2.10) is a contraction on .$’ if $/q < 1 and 
then has a unique fixed point in LZ!~. This, in effect, completes the proof of 
the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the conditions described for the matrix function E, 
including (1.2), if it4 is nonsingular and q > ~6, then for each f E dq, Eq. (1.1) 
has one and only one solution x E Jil: ; i.e., then D - A is s9,-noncritical. 
Since 6 >/ 1 and y > 0, the condition on q may be written as 
0 c 2n/q c (27r6 - ‘)iy. (3.10) 
This form is the analogue of the condition 0 < T c 4/y in the periodic case. 
Indeed, for f E J$,, all the periods 27c/&l, k = 1, 2,..., of the nonconstant 
terms in the Fourier series for f satisfy 27c/jJ., I < 2n/q. Thus the condition 
q > yS may be reformulated as the requirement that all such periods be suf- 
ficiently small. 
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There exist functions f E d with m(f) = 0 but Jf# &, 
f(t)= f k-2eik-2f 
k=l 
(3.11) 
being one such function [4, p. 511. Hence our proof breaks down in the 
more general setting do = {f~ & (m(f) = 0). The scalar equation 
x’(t) = ip-2x(t) +f(r) (3.12) 
with p a positive integer and f as in (3.11) illuminates the difficulty 
somewhat. In this case the solution x with x(0)=x, is given by 
x(t) = tp-2e+t + ap(xo) eip-2’ + y(t), (3.13) 
where 
ap(xo) = x0 + C ip’/(p’ -k*) 
k#P 
(3.14) 
and 
y(t) = -i c [p*/(p’ -k*) J eik-2’. 
kfp 
(3.15) 
However, y E ~2 and a,(~,) eipe2’ E & for any x0 but zp-* eipm2’$ d. Thus 
no solution of (3.12) is in &’ when f is given by (3.11). Since y=p-* in 
(3.12), we note that whatever positive integer p is chosen the function f 
contains the frequency A, =P-~ with 11, ( 6 76; the term p-2eiP-2f is in the 
null space of the operator D - A in this case and it produces an unbounded 
resonant response in the equation (3.12). This example shows that A4 non- 
singular and y > 0 sufficiently small are not sufficient for D-A to be d- 
noncritical. On the other hand, Theorem 2.1 implies that given T> 0, then 
M nonsingular and y > 0 sufficiently small guarantee that D-A is ~9’~ 
noncritical. 
However, we note that the analogue of Theorem 2.2 is valid without the 
restriction to the case ,ozb, q > 0. The result is as follows and the proof is the 
same as that for Theorem 2.2 with 9: there replaced by &. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E be as described in Section 1 so that (1.2) holds and 
let A be defined by (1.7). Zf D - A is &-noncritical, then K = (D - A)-’ is a 
bounded linear operator in &. 
Remark. Theorem 3.3 enables one to adapt the proof of Theorem 2.3 to 
the a.p. context. That is suppose D-A is &-noncritical and G: d -+ .d 
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satisfies (2.19) and (2.20) with #, tj E d satisfying 1\#11 < u and 11$ (1 < u with 
r and W(U) as described there. Suppose also E is as described in Section 1 
with (1.2) holding and that K= (D-A)-’ on d. Then if r< l/(IK/, there 
are positive numbers LX, fl such that iffE d with llfll < cc, then (2.18) has a 
unique solution x/E d satisfying (1 xr\\ < afl; moreover, IJx/(j < fl llfll. 
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